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Details of Visit:

Author: fatboy
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 13 Oct 2016 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Safe,comfortable,clean property with free parking nearby.Warm and cosy inside,shower facilities
and large double bed.

The Lady:

The most beautiful escort that I have ever had the pleasure of meeting.Extremely pretty young lady
with dark blonde hair,warm smile,perfectly formed full natural breasts,peachy bum,long legs and
smooth skin.Even more lovely in the flesh than her pictures.

The Story:

Greeted with a warm smile a long kiss and a hand inside my boxers.A long standing up kiss and
mutual groping followed by Lucia gyrating her bum into me as she removed her tiny g string and
encouraging me to free her amazing breasts from the bra that was barely able to contain them.More
kissing and sucking of those fab breasts with very reactive nipples.Onto the bed and a chance for
me to explore between those legs and found a very receptive pussy that seemed to enjoy my
attention judging by the noises made,the wetness and the final arching of the back and squeezing
my head further in which evolved into a long 69 allowing me access to her lickable bum as Lucia
brought me close to climax.Didn't want to stop but wanted to be inside her so Lucia climbed on
board and rode me to completion first in cowgirl then a deft switch from her to reverse cowgirl.Every
bit as accomplished in the bedroom as she is beautiful.can not wait to see her again and for longer
next time.
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